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„Towards scattered ambitions?“ 
 

Date: 26. – 27. September 2013 

 

Zürich, Switzerland at the Four Points by Sheraton Sihlcity Zürich 

 

 

Agenda and Information note for registered participants 

 
1. About the Workshop 
 

The multilateral negotiations in Doha created a gloomy prospect on reaching the 

agreed 2 °C target. The difficult discussions about a common framework to account 

for mitigation ambitions are paralleled by the emergence of various domestic 

schemes through which parties pursue their own domestic ambitions. Many 

observe with concern this development as it might have a detrimental effect on 

reaching a common multilateral agreement. Yet, the domestic initiatives bear in 

itself a considerable momentum to effectively deliver mitigation. 

 

With the declining importance of the two multilateral flagship schemes – the Clean 

Development Mechanism and the Joint Implementation Tracks – the focus of the 

offset market rapidly shifts towards the domestic offset schemes. It is therefore 

the right moment to take stock of the situation and exchange the views and 

expectations about the forthcoming years. 

 

This workshop aims at gathering key experts from the regulatory bodies, policy 

makers, leading consultancies and academia to exchange on various levels. Firstly, 

it is key to better understand how the different schemes function and under which 

political contexts they operate. To this end the workshop will host a series of 

technical interventions from schemes of the various geographies. The second 

topical complex of questions relates to the further co-existence of scattered 

domestic mitigation markets with a multilateral negotiation process. In face to face 

discussions the separating effects of diverging ambitions and different policy 

contexts can be explored, as well as the unifying aspects of common principles to 

accounting for emission reductions. Last but not least the participants will 

undoubtedly identify common challenges of operating offset schemes in a 

regulated environment and eventually debate individual solutions to this. 

Specifically the treatment of national policies, reputed under the CDM-heading 

„E+/E-“, in determining baseline, additionality and the share of reduction claimed, 

has to be specified possibly in every scheme. 

 

The Swiss Foundation for Climate Protection and Carbon Offset (KliK) 

(http://www.klik.ch/) in collaboration with the Zürich Carbon Market Association 

(http://www.zurich-cma.org/) is proud to invite to this Workshop in Zürich, which 

might be the first in a loose series of similar workshops in the forthcoming years. 

http://www.klik.ch/
http://www.zurich-cma.org/
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2. Venue and Draft Agenda 
 

The event spans over one day, starting after lunch time on the 26th September with 

a formal closing by lunch time of the 27
th
. 

 

 

Time Thursday, 26
th

 September 2013 
 

13:00 - 13:30 Registration, coffee and snacks 

 

13:30 - 13:45 Welcome and opening remarks. Marco Berg, KliK 

 

 Presentations, moderated by Axel Michaelowa, Perspectives 

 

13:45 - 14:30 Project based offsetting under the Swiss CO2 Act. Laurence Mortier, 

Ministry of Environment, Switzerland 

14:30 - 15:00 Domestic Offseting in non-ETS sectors. Bram Borkent, Ecofys 

15:00 - 15:45 Offsets under California’s Cap-and-Trade Program. Derik Broekhoff, 

Climate Action Reserve, U.S. 

 

15:45 - 16:15 Coffee and administrative infos 

 

16:15 - 17:00 The French Offset Experience. Benoît Leguet, CDC Climat / JISC 

17:00 - 17:30 Domestic offsets in Australia. Killian Wentrup, Perspectives 

17:30 - 18:00 The Spanish domestic projects programme. Ismael Aznar, Ministry 

of Environment, Spain 

 

18:00 - 18:15 Closing 

 

 Apéro 

 

19:30 Social Event 

 

 

Time Friday, 27th September 2013 

 

8:30 - 9:00 Coffee 

 

9:00 - 9:15 Mapping of Day 1. Jürg Füssler, INFRAS 

 

9:15 - 11:00 Break-out sessions 
- Session A: Treatment of national policies 

- Session B: Additionality – against what baseline? 

- Session C: Offsetting in coexistence with ETSes 

- Session D: Requirements for a functioning market 

 

11:45 - 12:30 Closing Plenary: Conclusions and way forward  
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3. About the break-out sessions 

 
During the break-out sessions the participants have the opportunity to discuss on a 

moderated table leading question to the sessions topic. The three extra rooms for 

the sessions will be announced at the 26
th
.  

Each of the participants are invited to bring own examples into the discussion – we 

make sure that your respective slide can be projected. A rapporteur will be 

designated amongst the session’s participants to summarise the key aspects of the 

discussion. The results will be presented briefly during the closing plenary. 

 

3.1 Session A: Treatment of national policies 
The regulations for domestic offset schemes typically are nested under a broader national 

policy framework. Policy measures from different regulations may therefore coexist with 

the schemes and be partially overlapping. This brings about the inherent need to apportion 

a project’s mitigation effect among the different policy measures. E.g. governmental 

information campaigns or incentive programmes for energy efficiency could contribute in 

addition to the success of a project or a programme under the offset scheme. Is there a 

silver bullet as to how to attribute the merits for a domestic offset project’s emission 

reductions in the case of additional aid through other policies? Under what circumstances 

can contributions from different policy measures be blended, and how is such blending to 

be considered in the crediting of the offsets? (Moderator: Jürg Füssler / Rapporteur: tbd) 

 

3.2 Session B: Additionality – against what baseline? 
Projects must not be business as usual, the scenario against which the project accounts its 

reductions for. This counterfactual baseline scenario, however, is often a hybrid between 

projected historic emissions and a projected roadmap of climate change policies. What are 

the experiences in the different jurisdictions so far regarding the stringency of baseline 

setting? Do ambitious domestic mitigation policy targets constitute stumbling blocks for 

domestic offset schemes? Or do interest groups that want cheap offsets bias baseline-

setting towards a lax outcome? Are there similarities with the international debate about a 

“do something” baseline and discounting offsets? In order to improve comparability of 

domestic offset schemes common sector specific baselines have been proposed. How can 

governments work towards common and standardised and sector specific baselines? Are 

there lessons learnt from developing sector specific baselines under the CDM? (Moderator: 

Axel Michaelowa / Rapporteur: tbd) 

 

3.3 Session C: Offsetting in coexistence with emissions trading schemes? 
Interactions between domestic offsetting and emissions trading occur when non-ETS GHG 

reduction measures can lead to an increase or decrease of emissions in the ETS, or an 

increase or decrease of free allowances issued to ETS-installations. Interactions between 

domestic offsets  and the ETS not only cause a great deal of complexity in accounting for 

reductions and awarding credits and/or allowances, but also could have unintended impacts 

on the price of credits in the ETS. The question is whether these interacting options should 

be eligible for domestic offsets, and if yes, how to account for the interaction? This 

challenge is most clearly illustrated with electricity-related options that effectively turn 

non-ETS options into ETS sector options or vice versa. Examples include the shift of fuel-

driven transport to electric transport, or the shift of an ETS-covered boiler to small-scale 

CHP. (Moderator: Bram Borkent / Rapporteur: tbd) 
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3.4 Session D: Requirements for a functioning market 
Domestic offset schemes are typically market based instruments, where the market acts as 

price discovery mechanism and platform to allocate financial means to the projects. Like 

every marketplace also the carbon markets rely on a certain infrastructure that enables the 

market to function. The experience with the CDM could be used to derive the necessary 

elements for a functioning market for domestic offsets. What building blocks are needed 

for an efficient domestic scheme? Is the existence of a market needed at all? Is there a 

convergence between the respective views of regulator, validator, trader/intermediaries 

and project proponents? What are the necessary legal foundations for a functioning 

market? Can requirements for enforceability be reconciled with the goal of market 

liquidity? (Moderator: Derik Broekhoff / Rapporteur: tbd) 

 

4. Venue 
 

The workshop will take place at the Four Points by Sheraton Sihlcity Zürich. 

> http://www.fourpointssihlcity.com/en/local-area 

 

You arrive best at the Four Points by taking public transports at the main station. 
 Local train S4 to “Saalsporthalle”. Every 20 minutes, board underground at main 

station. 15 minutes ride. 

 Tram 13 to “Sihlcity”. Board outside main station (100m) at station 

“Bahnhofstrasse”. 20 minutes ride 

 

From Zürich Airport it will take you 30 minutes to arrive at the main station. 

 

4.1 Reception 
 

The workshop location will be indicated in the lobby of the Four Points. There you 

can register from 13h – 13:30h. If you want to eat something quick before, you 

find a selection of places around the corner. 

> http://sihlcity.ch/de/gastro_hotel/index.php (german) 

 

4.2 Social Event 
 

The social event will take place on the 26th September at 19:30 close-by at the 

“Rüsterei”. This will be at the participants own costs. 

> http://www.ruesterei.ch/home.html 

 

If you want to join the event you need to register at events@klik.ch, so that we can 

reserve sufficient space at the location. 

 

4.3 Contact  
 
Conceptual issues 

 

Mischa Classen 

+41 44 224 6005 
mischa.classen@klik.ch 

Organisational issues 

 

Lorena Pedalino 

+41 44 224 6006 
lorena.pedalino@klik.ch 

 

http://www.fourpointssihlcity.com/en/local-area
http://sihlcity.ch/de/gastro_hotel/index.php
http://www.ruesterei.ch/home.html
mailto:events@klik.ch
mailto:mischa.classen@klik.ch
mailto:lorena.pedalino@klik.ch

